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Abstract: The quality of execution tracing impacts the time to a great extent to locate errors in
software components; moreover, execution tracing is the most suitable tool, in the majority of the
cases, for doing postmortem analysis of failures in the field. Nevertheless, software product quality
models do not adequately consider execution tracing quality at present neither do they define the
quality properties of this important entity in an acceptable manner. Defining these quality properties
would be the first step towards creating a quality model for execution tracing. The current research
fills this gap by identifying and defining the variables, i.e., the quality properties, on the basis of
which the quality of execution tracing can be judged. The present study analyses the experiences of
software professionals in focus groups at multinational companies, and also scrutinises the literature
to elicit the mentioned quality properties. Moreover, the present study also contributes to knowledge
with the combination of methods while computing the saturation point for determining the number
of the necessary focus groups. Furthermore, to pay special attention to validity, in addition to the the
indicators of qualitative research: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability, the
authors also considered content, construct, internal and external validity.
Keywords: quality assessment; quality properties; execution tracing; logging
1. Introduction
In this paper, the terms execution tracing and logging are used interchangeably. In a
strict sense, execution tracing refers to a mechanism which primarily collects information
for software developers, software maintainers to locate the sources of errors in software sys-
tems, while logging refers to a mechanism to collect information for system administrators
or operators to support the normal operation of the same system. Thus, execution tracing
dumps data about the internal state changes and threads of execution in the application.
Both logging and execution tracing require that the application be operational and be
executed, through which they belong to the dynamic analysis techniques; moreover, they
form integral part of the software maintenance [1–3].
The increasing size, the distributed nature of software systems implicate increasing
complexity, which make localising errors in the application code more difficult. The quality
of logging, including whether log entries stem from the key places in the application
code, has a drastic impact on the time spent on error analysis [4]. The popular integrated
development environments and debuggers do not offer adequate solution in case (1)
performance issues need to be analysed in deployment, (2) errors in real-time, embedded
systems need to be localised, where the reproduction can cause serious damages or injuries,
(3) the issues are concurrency-related or (4) the systems are distributed and actions have
to be matched in each application part [4–8]. In addition, the mechanism of execution
tracing can be localized in separate modules and does not need to be tightly coupled to the
application code [6,9–11].
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Karahasanovic and Thomas identified understanding the program logic as the primary
source of impediments while assessing the difficulties with regard to the maintainability
of object-oriented applications [12]. Logging contributes to understanding the program
logic to a great extent [3,4]. It indicates that the quality of logging has an essential impact
on the analysability property of software systems, through which it has a direct impact on
the development and maintenance costs. Thus, assessing the quality of a software product
needs to include the assessment of its analysability with regard to the quality of logging.
Yuan et al. investigated five large software systems with their 250 randomly selected
failure reports and the relating source code [13]. They found that failure analysis based of
existing log data caused problems in 57 % of the cases. Moreover, Yuan et al. conducted a
different research about four large, open-source, C++ projects to understand how pervasive
logging is and how it influences failure diagnosis time [14]. The study found that log
messages can speed up the failure diagnosis on average by 2.2 times; moreover, each
30 lines of source code includes a log statement which establishes a rate to state logging
is pervasive [14]. Chen and Jiang replicated the previous study to examine whether its
statements also hold for Java [15]. While their research yielded similar results about
pervasiveness of logging, they found that error reports with logs were resolved slower
than those without logs [15]. Nevertheless, Chen and Jiang states that further research
is required to elicit the impact of logging on error resolution time, which also considers
whether the error can be reproduced by the developers or logs are necessary to identify
them [15].
In addition, several publications state that no industrial standard and very limited or
no guidelines are available to support developers to create logging in an application [16–20].
If concrete guidelines existed with regard to each aspect of quality including internal,
external and quality-in-use [21,22], then it would make possible to compare the properties
of an existing logging mechanism and output to a desired target, which would facilitate
quality assessment. However, such guidelines are not available. The present research has
set the goal to identify the quality properties of execution tracing, which forms a foundation
for the next steps: to define overall guidelines and to define a quality model to make quality
assessments possible in the problem domain.
Chen and Jiang elicit the intentions behind the log code changes in source code reposi-
tories of six open-source Java projects [18]. Furthermore, they articulate six antipatterns
for logging in [19]. Nevertheless, Chen and Jiang do not form overall guidelines for log-
ging [18,19] which could be used for quality assessment. A summary of studies on logging
improvements is given in Section 2.
In conclusion, the quality of execution tracing drastically influences the time spent on
error-analysis, through which its has a direct impact on the software maintenance costs.
In addition, execution tracing quality and its quality properties are not adequately defined
in any of the software product quality models as described in Section 2; moreover, no
empiric research is known at present that would have elicited the quality properties of
execution tracing. Thus, determining the quality properties of execution tracing and mod-
elling execution tracing quality is of extreme importance with regard to the analysability
of software systems. In this paper, an empiric research conducted to elicit the quality
properties of execution tracing is published. Section 2 gives account of related studies,
while Section 3 delineates the research design and methods used, in Section 4 the outcome
of the research is summarized, and finally Section 5 shows the conclusions including an
outlook to the future.
2. Related Works
In this section, account is given of the works related to the present study. For discover-
ing the related works, traditional literature review was applied. In addition, the references
of the works identified in the scope of the review were also analysed to discover further
research on the area.
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As stressed in Section 1, the related works explicitly state the need for overall guide-
lines for preparing execution tracing; moreover, they confirm the absence of such direc-
tives [16–20]. Chen and Jiang analyse the reasons for log code changes and articulate six
antipatterns for logging but do not form overall guidelines [18,19].
The majority of the publications with regard to the problem they address can be
classified in three groups: (1) where to insert log statements in the source code [13,20,23–28],
(2) what to log to provide sufficient information for failure analysis [13,17,27,29], and (3)
how to log [13,19,27]. Tool support for selecting the appropriate places in the source code
for inserting log statements consistently or for achieving optimal performance by the
trade-off in the amount of information logged and the speed of execution usually involve
more than one group mentioned above [13,17,25–29].
Li et al. investigate where to insert log statements in the code what are the benefits and
costs; moreover, they list the tools for supporting the automatic insertion of log messages
also from performance monitoring aspects [23]. Fu et al. deal with the questions where
to log and what amount of information to log so that it would not be too little and too
much. Zhu et al. construct a tool based on machine learning that processes changes
between the versions in source code repositories and make suggestions where to insert
log statements [25]. Chen and Jiang in [15] and Yuan et al. in [14] investigate whether
error reports with logs are resolved quicker than those without logs. In addition, Chen and
Jiang define five different anti-patterns in the logging code and develop a tool to detect
them [19]:
Nullable object: While constructing the log message, an object that should deliver data
to the log message is also null, which causes NullPointerException. Resolution:
Checking the objects contributing to the log messages.
Explicit cast: An explicit cast can throw exception during the runtime conversion. Resolu-
tion: Removing the explicit cast.
Wrong severity level in the log message: Wrong severity level can cause serious over-
head in the log data or lack of information in the necessary analysis. Resolution:
Using the appropriate severity level.
Logging code smells: Retrieving the necessary information might result in long logging
code with chained method calls like a.b.c.d.getSmg() . This causes maintenance over-
head and deteriorates understanding. Resolution: Using a local variable or a method
to provide the necessary information to the logging code.
Malformed output: The output cannot be read by humans. Resolution: Formatting it
appropriately.
The Apache Common Best Practices document describes points to consider for creating
consistent severity levels in the logging code statements but the description does not contain
overall guidelines for logging [30].
Zeng et al. investigated logging practices in 1444 open-source Android applications
and drew the conclusion that mobile applications deviate from desktop and server applica-
tions [31]. They explicitly state that the usefulness of logging depends on the quality of logs
and support is needed for logging decisions with respect to (1) severity level, (2) logging
code location, (3) text in the log message, and (4) when to update the log statements [31].
Hassani et al. analysed log related issues in Jira reports and in the corresponding code
changes as missing or outdated information can have considerable impact causing extra
overhead with the analysis carried out by developers or wrong decisions made by system
operators [17]. Hassani et al. also identified the root causes of the log-related issues, some
of which are trivial to correct [17]:
Inappropriate log messages Log message is incorrectly formed including missing or in-
correct variables. Majority of the log-related issues belong to this category.
Missing logging statements Not enough information is logged. Each Jira ticket belongs
to this category where further logging was added to help with the problem analysis.
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Inappropriate severity level An important message is logged with lower severity level or
a less important message with a higher severity level.
Log library configuration issues Different logging APIs require different configuration
files. Issues related to the configuration files or their existence belong to this category.
Runtime issues If logging statements produce a runtime failure including NullPointerEx-
ception.
Overwhelming logs Issues with redundant and useless log messages fall into this category
which make the log output noisy and difficult to read.
Log library changes Changes required due to changes in the logging API.
Li et al. investigates the possibility of computing logging topics automatically as
the logging frequency for different topics deviates; thus, having the topic could guide
developers where to insert log statements in the code [20]. Their study revealed the most
intensively logged topics which are related to communications between machines and to
thread interactions [20].
Kabinna et al. conducted a study to examine whether the logging statements remain
unchanged in the source code, which is important for the tools to process the logs; moreover,
they create a classification model to predict whether a log statement in the source code is
likely to change [32]. They found (1) the experience of developers, who created the log
statements, has an impact on determining whether it will change or not; (2) log statements
introduced by the owner of the file are less likely to change in the future; (3) log statements
in files with lower log density are more likely to change than log statements in files with
higher log density [32].
Yuan et al. and Zhao et al. confirm that log messages are frequently the only tools
to analyse system failures in the field in a postmortem way [13,27]. Yuan et al. study the
efficiency of logging practices in five large software systems, with randomly selected 250
failure reports, and the corresponding source code; moreover, they report that postmortem
analysis caused problems in 57% of the cases based on the provided log data [13]. In addi-
tion, Yuan et al. discover frequent, repetitive patterns among the logging failures which
motivates tool support [13,29]. A study with 20 programmers showed that improved log-
ging resulted in reducing the failure diagnosis time by 60.7% [13]. One important finding
of the study is that 39% of the error manifestations were not logged at all [13]. Yuan et al.
formulate recommendations what to log [13]:
1. Log detected errors regardless whether there is code to handle the error
2. Log errors of system calls
3. Log CPU, memory usage and stack frames in the case of signals as SIGSEGV, SIGTERM
4. Log switch-case default branches
5. Log exceptions including input validation and resource leaks
6. Log the branches of unusual input or environment effects that might not be covered
by testing
Zhao et al. implemented tool support for placing log statements in the code without
human intervention and without the need of domain knowledge [27]. Their tool collects
execution path information with a low-overhead logging library and does an evaluation
about the frequencies of different execution paths to compute the optimal places for log
statements for the developer to be able to distinguish between those paths [27].
Ding et al. design and implement a cost-aware logging system which also considers
the performance degradation caused by logging to decide which useful log messages to
keep and which less useful ones to discard [28].
Kabbina et al. analyse log library migration projects at Apache Software Foundation
(ASF) and base their investigation on Jira ticket reports and git commit history [33]. They
found that (1) 33 of 223 ASF projects underwent log library migration, (2) log library
migration is not a trivial task as the median number of days to complete the migration at
the 33 projects took 26 days, (3) flexibility (57%) and performance (37%) are the main drivers
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for the log library migrations performed, (4) log library migration is error-prone: more
than 70% of the projects had post-migration bugs, on average 2 issues per project including
missing dependencies, configuration, interactions between old and new libraries, (5) the
performance improvement achieved by the log library migration is usually negligible [33].
Shang et al. examines the possible ways for operators and administrators to elicit and
understand the meaning, and impact of the log lines; moreover, to identify a solution for
resolving them [34].
Shang et al. found that log-related metrics, including log density, defined in their
study can also be effective predictors for post-release defects [35]. The correlation measured
between the defined log-related metrics and post-release defects are as strong as the
correlation between the pre-release defects and the post-release defects, which is known to
be the strongest predictor at present [35]. The reason of the high correlation can be explained
by the attitude of the developers, who tend to add more logs to the code about which they
have concerns [35]. Consequently, decreasing solely the number of log statements in a
source file does not implicate improvement in the source code quality.
Galli et al. analysed all the software product quality models defined and published
in the past 20 years; moreover, the investigation was extended to the application of such
models including their tailoring [36]. The partial software product quality models were
ruled out from the analysis, as these models give up the aim to define quality properties
to cover the whole set of software product quality. On the other hand, quality models,
which aim to consider each aspect of software product quality are designated in the present
paper as complete software product quality models even if completeness means an elusive
target in a precise sense. The models identified in this manner were classified and assigned
to software product quality model families to indicate whether a new software product
quality model was born or merely enhancements of a previous model were published [36].
If the model published built on previous models but introduced new concepts, then it was
regarded as a new software product quality model. This way, 23 software product quality
model families were identified as Table 1 shows.
None of the identified 23 software product quality model families handle logging
quality adequately. Solely the SQUALE model [37] addresses the quality of execution trac-
ing explicitly to assess whether log messages on three severity levels are traced: (1) errors,
(2) warnings and (3) infos; however, having severity levels is only one possible aspect of
execution tracing quality. In addition, the ISO/IEC 25010 standard family [21,38] defines
quality measure elements (QMEs) which use the word “log” in their naming but their
meanings deviate from execution tracing or software logging. Furthermore, the quality
model of ISO/IEC 25010 [21] standard family does not consider execution tracing but
defines measures which show similarities or overlap with execution tracing quality to some
extent even if they are different [38]: (1) user audit trail completeness (ID: SAc-1-G), (2)
system log retention (ID: SAc-2-S), (3) system log completeness (ID: MAn-1-G), (4) diagno-
sis function effectiveness (ID: MAn-2-S), (5) diagnosis function sufficiency (ID: MAn-3-S).
Moreover, the predecessor standard ISO/IEC 9126 [22] encompasses metrics which differ
from execution tracing quality but which are related to it to some degree [39,40]: (1) activity
recording, (2) readiness of diagnostic functions, (3) audit trail capability, (4) diagnostic
function support, (5) failure analysis capability, (6) failure analysis efficiency, and (7) status
monitoring capability. The defined metrics and measures are vague and difficult or im-
possible to compute in industrial applications. More information is provided on the listed
metrics, measures and QMEs on page 18 in Appendix A.
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Table 1. Software Product Quality Model Families Defined, Tailored or Referenced in the Last 20
Years [36].
No. Software Product Quality Model Families, Names in Alphabetic Order
1 2D Model [41]
2 ADEQUATE [42,43]







10 IEEE Metrics Framework Reaffirmed in 2009 [56]
11 ISO25010 [21,57–62,62,63]
12 ISO9126 [22,64–71]
13 Kim and Lee [72]
14 McCall et al. [73,74]








23 Ulan et al. [95]
3. Methods
Related works do not identify the properties that determine the quality of logging.
Instead, specific aspects of the problem domain are investigated with a focus on what to do
and what to avoid, without forming complete guidelines. In contrast, the methodology
applied in this study aims to elicit all possible properties that influence execution tracing
quality. To achieve this goal, the study investigates data from three different sources:
(1) publications that explicitly or implicitly express wishes in connection with logging
or execution tracing, these works were identified by defined search queries in different
scientific document databases and by reference searches as introduced in Section 3.1; (2)
direct experiences of software professionals as described in Section 3.2; and (3) the works
related to this study as presented in Section 2, which were discovered by traditional
literature review. A separate Section 4.5 is devoted to the validity of the research.
After the data collection, the data corpus was coded [96], and the variables, i.e., the
quality properties of execution tracing, defined. The data coding was performed separately
from the data based on the publications identified in (1) above related to execution tracing
and from the data stemming from the experiences of software professionals. The outcomes
were compared, deviations resolved and the variables defined were also validated on the
publications identified in (3) above.
3.1. Data Collection from the Literature
The data collection with regard to the literature encompassed the following steps:
1. Publications were identified that involve in execution tracing or software logging or in
a related area. Logical query issued in the scientific document databases: (“execution
tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability AND software AND (model
OR framework). The concrete queries performed in each scientific document database
is documented in the Appendix C.1.
2. The identified publications were scrutinised whether they articulate any quality
property candidate for execution tracing
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(a) explicitly, by naming it directly;
(b) implicitly, by a longer description or by proposed actions to avoid negative
consequences;
3. The data coding steps were performed to define the quality properties of execution
tracing, i.e., the variables on which execution tracing depends, based on the literature.
The scientific document databases used:
1. ACM Digital Library
2. IEEE
3. EBSCO Academic Search Premier
4. SCOPUS
5. Science Direct
6. Web of Science
Inclusion criteria: Every identified publication is included unless the exclusion crite-
ria apply.
Exclusion criteria:
1. If the publication identified is not related to execution tracing, or auditing, then it is
excluded.
2. If the publication is not a primary source, then it is excluded. Books are not considered
as primary source.
3.2. Data Collection from Software Professionals
Software professionals including software architects, software developers, software
maintainers, and software testers possess experiences from which the quality properties
of execution tracing can be extracted. Thus, determining these quality properties impli-
cates research that is empiric and qualitative in nature as human experiences need to be
collected and processed. The data collection was carried out in focus groups by means of
brainstorming as explained below.
The empiric study comprised of the following steps:
1. Sampling the study population to construct focus groups;
2. Collecting ideas and experiences of software professionals related to execution tracing
quality in the focus groups;
3. Analysing and coding the collected data to form the quality properties on which
execution tracing quality depends, i.e., defining variables;
4. Comparing the identified quality properties based on the focus groups with those
extracted from the literature and resolving potential contradictions.
Figure 1 on page 8 illustrates the above process which results in defining the quality
properties of execution tracing.
3.2.1. Sampling Method
Non-random sampling was selected to choose individuals from the study population
as it offers extremely useful techniques for collecting data on phenomena known only to a
limited extent [97]. The study population was defined by the international software compa-
nies located in Hungary, the employee count of which exceeds 1.000 and the main activity
of which belongs to the IT service delivery sector (TEAOR code 620x at the Hungarian Cen-
tral Statistical Office). Large international software houses possess internationally defined
style guides, development principles; consequently, the geographical localisation imposes
no significant risk to the study from the point of view of the accumulated experiences of
the software professionals involved into the research.
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Figure 1. Identification of the Quality Properties of Execution Tracing.
3.2.2. Data Collection in the Focus Groups and Data Coding
Experiences of the sampled individuals were collected in moderated focus groups in
the following manner:
1. Ideation phase: The question was introduced to each group “What properties influ-
ence execution tracing/logging quality?” and the participants had a short time to
think over the question individually in silence in the group.
2. Idea collection phase: The participants could freely express their ideas in a couple of
words which were recorded. No idea collected was allowed to be exposed to critic in
the group at this stage.
3. Evaluation phase after no more ideas appeared:
(a) The same items in the collected list of ideas were merged to one;
(b) Each group member received the same amount of score which had to be dis-
tributed among the collected items, i.e., constant sum scaling was applied [98],
to show which ideas represent the most important entities in the sight of the
participants;
4. After concluding a focus group, the moderator summed the scores assigned by the
participants for each item collected in the given group. Thus, each focus group pro-
duced a raw list of ideas, i.e., quality property candidates, with a score of importance
in the sight of the group.
The technique used for collecting the ideas in the above manner is named brainstorm-
ing, which was developed by Osborn and later sophisticated by Clark to create, collect and
express ideas on a topic [99]. The main principle of the method is constituted by the ele-
ments [100]: (1) group members must have the possibility to express ideas while criticism is
ruled out, (2) the ideas recorded can be developed and combined by other group members;
this way the presented ideas generate new ones. Before and after the idea generation phase,
a phase called ideation must take place, which includes thinking over the starting question
and evaluating the collected ideas [99]. The authors combined brainstorming [99] with
constant sum scaling [98] during the evaluation phase for measuring the importance of
each collected item in the sight of the group, which also represents a novelty.
Data coding is applied to gain structured information from unstructured data; more-
over, it aids to explore or verify relationships between entities in the data corpus [96].
Brainstorming produces semi-structured data. As we adapted the process with importance
score assignment, a list of quality property candidates for execution tracing were formed,
in our case, with a score value assigned to each quality property candidate. The preparation
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for data coding started in the focus groups when the participants looked for the identical
items in the produced list and while they assigned scores of importance to each item.
After having a scored list of quality property candidates from the focus groups, the pro-
duced data were compared to all the data produced by all the previous focus groups and the
same or very similar items were matched (1) to determine the stop condition for conducting
further focus groups, and (2) to progress with the data coding. The activities included:
1. Determining how many quality property candidates a focus group identified;
2. Determining how many new quality property candidates a focus group identified,
which the previous focus groups have not yet discovered;
3. Determining how much score of importance to the new quality property candidates
was assigned;
4. Normalising the number of items identified and their scores of importance to be able
to compare these values as the number of the participants slightly deviated in the
focus groups;
5. When the score of importance of the newly identified items in the focus group ap-
proximated zero, i.e., a saturation point was reached, the data collection was ceased;
By the comparison of the list of quality property candidates collected in each focus
group, a common list was created where the same or very similar items produced by the
different focus groups were matched and their score values cumulated after the above
preparation steps for further data coding, which included:
1. Each item in this list was labelled with a matching word possibly from the merged
description of the item;
2. Similar labels were associated including the items in the list they pointed at while
keeping the separation with the distant labels;
The categories created by associating the similar labels in the above manner form the
quality properties of execution tracing based on the focus groups. The data coding was
performed by one of the authors while the other authors examined the coding process and
checked the results. The quality properties, i.e., the variables on which execution tracing
quality depends, were compared to the variables extracted from the literature.
3.3. Data Collection from Related Works
In contrast to the literature for the data collection identified by the automatic searches
as introduced in Section 3.1, the related works were determined by traditional manual
literature review. These works related to our study were scrutinised, the quality aspects,
patterns, anti-patterns and mechanisms they mention were extracted, which is briefly
presented in Section 2.
The quality properties synthesized from the focus groups and the variables synthe-
sized from the literature were compared to figure out whether there are contradictions
to resolve, and deviations to address. The final variables, on which execution tracing
quality depends, were established by reaching a consensus between the two sources: (1)
the empiric research with the focus groups and (2) the data collected from the literature.
In addition, the final variables were also validated on the data extracted from the related
works. The literature identified by the automatic and manual searches has roots in several,
different countries; thus, the geographical localisation of the focus groups imposes no risk
to the validity of the study.
4. Results and Discussion
In this section, the data collection and data coding is presented which stem from
(1) the focus groups, and (2) from the literature. While presenting the results from the
literature, the consensus with the focus groups results is also investigated. The validation
on the related works is documented in separate Sections 2 and 4.5.
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4.1. Data Collection from Software Professionals
The data collection was conducted in seven focus groups which involved 49 partici-
pants, software architects, software developers, software maintainers, and software testers
who are affected by the use of execution tracing in the course of their work. During the
evaluation phase in a given focus group, each participant received 20 scores which had
to be distributed among the quality property candidates identified. After concluding the
focus groups, collected items were compared to the results of the previous focus groups,
number and score value of newly identified items were computed.
The normalised importance score value of the identified new quality property can-
didates dropped below a threshold score 2, which was defined as 10% of the individual
score to distribute, in the last two focus groups; thus, the importance score of the new
items identified approximated zero. Consequently, the new items identified were not any
more important in the sight of the focus group; therefore, no further focus groups were
organised. The distribution of the quality property candidates identified, the new quality
property candidates identified, the importance score assigned, the number of participants
and the normalised importance score per focus group are highlighted in Table 2 on page 10.

















1. 15 15 160 8 20
2. 14 9 76 5 15.2
3. 19 12 62 7 8.86
4. 8 1 0 8 0
5. 11 4 30 8 3.75
6. 6 0 0 6 0
7. 7 1 7 7 1
The collected execution tracing quality property candidates were analysed and the
same items identified in more focus groups were matched; moreover, their score values
were summed as described in Section 3. This way, a common list of 42 items was produced
with cumulated score values for each item after the data collection was completed. The data
coding process had three stages: (1) each item was labelled with a short term possibly
contained in the item description, (2) the similar labels were grouped in one cluster,
and (3) the clusters created including their scores of importance were analysed, the similar
ones merged while the dissimilar ones kept. The last stage was repeated in three cycles.
The clusters, based on the output of the focus groups, constitute the quality properties of
execution tracing, which are the variables on which execution tracing quality depends.
The common list of the execution quality property candidates with the importance scores,
the labels assigned and the clusters, in which the items were grouped at the end of data
coding cycle two, we added to Table A1 in Appendix B; moreover, we presented the merged
item descriptions by the clusters in Table A2 in Appendix B. The quality properties of
execution tracing based on the output of the focus groups, we summarised after data
coding cycle three in Table A3 in Appendix B and listed all the items assigned to the the
given cluster.
In summary, the research in the focus groups delivered the variables below, on which
execution tracing quality depends. We indicate the score of importance for each variable
beside its definition; moreover, we ordered the variables by their importance score values
in descending order. In the sight of the focus groups by far the quality property accuracy
and consistency is the most important, while the quality property security possesses the
least importance, which is understandable from the point of view of the goal of execution
tracing: localise errors in the application.
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Accuracy and Consistency, Importance score: 521 The variable defines the quality of the
execution tracing output with regard to its content but not how the output appears
and how legible it is. It shows how accurate and consistent the output of execution
tracing is, which includes but is not limited to whether the trace output contains (1)
the appropriate details in a concise, non-redundant manner, (2) whether the origin of
the trace entry can definitely be identified in the source files, (3) whether date and
time including the fractals of the second, (4) the host, (5) the process, (6) the thread id
are traced for each entry, (7) whether exceptions are traced once with full stack trace,
(8) whether all important information is traced, (9) whether the build date and (10)
the software version are traced, (11) whether environment variables are traced, (12)
whether higher level actions, business processes can definitely be identified based
on the trace entries, (13) whether the flow control is identifiable over component
boundaries, (14) whether the transactions can definitely be identified and followed
over component boundaries, (15) whether the sequence of the trace entries are kept
in chronological order, (16) whether there are different severity levels, (17) whether
the severity levels are consistently used across the application, (18) whether the same
error is traced with the same message across the application in a unified manner,
including error codes with defined messages.
Legibility, Importance score: 232 The variable defines the quality of the appearance of
the execution tracing output but not the content itself. It shows how legible and
user-friendly the output of execution tracing is, which includes but is not limited to
whether (1) the trace output is well-structured, (2) whether the trace is appropriately
segmented in the case of multi-threaded and and multi-component applications, (3)
whether the necessary variable values are traced not just object or function references,
(4) whether the formatting is appropriate, (5) whether the trace output is searchable
with ease in a performant manner, (6) whether the trace output is legible in text
format possibly without an external tool, (7) whether the language of the trace output
is unified (e.g., English).
Design and Implementation, Importance score: 187 The variable defines the quality of
the design and implementation. It shows how well the execution tracing mechanism
is designed and implemented, which includes but is not limited to (1) whether the
trace output is accessible and processable even in the case of a critical system error,
(2) whether the trace output is centrally available, (3) whether the trace mechanism
is designed and not ad hoc also with regard to the data to be traced, (4) whether
the trace size is manageable, (5) if the trace is written to several files whether these
files can be joined, (6) whether the tracing mechanism is error-free and reliable, (7)
whether configuration is easy and user-friendly, (8) whether event-driven tracing is
possible, i.e., where and when needed, more events are automatically traced, where
and when not needed, then less events, (9) whether the performance of the trace
is appropriate with regard to the storage, (10) whether the structure of the trace
output is the same at the different components or applications in the same application
domain, (11) whether the trace analysis can be automated, (12) whether standard
trace implementations are used.
Security, Importance score: 40 The variable defines the quality of security with regard to
the execution tracing mechanism and its output. It shows how secure the execution
tracing mechanism is including the trace output, (1) whether the trace mechanism is
trustworthy from audit point of view in the case of auditing, (2) whether data tamper-
ing can be ruled out, (3) whether sensitive information is appropriately traced and its
accessibility is regulated, (4) whether personal information is protected including the
compliance with the GDPR regulations.
4.2. Consensus with the Literature
As presented in Section 3.1, a literature review was performed to discover publications
which formulate requirements or express wishes in explicit or implicit form with regard
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to execution tracing. In the course of the query design and test for the different scientific
document databases, the less specific queries, from the point of view of the investigation,
returned unmanageably large data sets with many false positives while specific queries
reduced the returned documents drastically. For this reason, a relatively specific logical
query was selected Appendix C.1: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND
maintainability AND software AND (model OR framework). In addition, the automatic
search was complemented by reference search and traditional key-word search to enhance
the number of publications in the result set.
The search identified 58 publications in the documented scientific databases with high
number of duplicates. The result set reduced to 39 publications without duplicates, which
included 15 sources that contained relevant data for execution tracing. In addition, no
research was identified that would have been explicitly dealing with the elicitation of the
quality properties of execution tracing.
4.2.1. Recording and Extracting Data
The data extracted from the publications underwent data coding [96] to identify the
quality properties of execution tracing based on the literature.
4.2.2. Data Coding from the Literature
Each publication with execution tracing related data was scrutinised; furthermore,
the data with regard to any potential quality property of execution tracing were extracted
and recorded. Distinction was made in the recording between explicitly and implicitly
defined quality properties, i.e., if a quality property directly appeared in the text, e.g., “ac-
curate”, then it is an explicitly defined property; however, if solely its negative appeared
as something to avoid or a wish was articulated in longer text to achieve, then it was
considered as an implicitly defined property. In this latter case, the text was recorded and
transcribed to a short explicit term which was equivalent to the implicitly described quality
property. The final transcribed list of properties were further processed, the similar items
were grouped in one clusters, while the dissimilar ones kept separate as also illustrated in
Section 4.1. The transcription of the identified publications is presented in Appendix C.2 in
Table A4 while clustering is presented in Appendix C.3.
In summary, the clusters delineate four quality properties based on the literature:
Design and Implementation: The variable shows how well the execution tracing mecha-
nism is designed and implemented. The relevant quality property candidates from
the literature the cluster encompasses are listed in Table A5.
Accuracy: The variable shows how accurate the output of execution tracing is with regard
to its content. The relevant quality property candidates from the literature the cluster
encompasses are listed in Table A6.
Performance: The variable shows how performant the implementation of the execution
tracing mechanism is. The relevant quality property candidates from the literature
the cluster encompasses are listed in Table A7.
Legibility and Interpretation: The variable shows how legible the output of execution
tracing is and how well it can be interpreted. Thus, this variable illustrates the quality
of the appearance of the content of the trace output. The relevant quality property
candidates from the literature the cluster encompasses are listed in Table A8.
The literature identified by the search documented above did not show any empiric
research at present that would have dealt with the discovery of the variables on which
execution tracing quality depends. Nevertheless, 15 publications could be identified which
involve in execution tracing or in a related area such as monitoring or forensic log data
analysis. After extracting and data coding the relevant information from these publication
with regard to execution tracing, an agreement can be seen between the variables which
stem from the literature and the variables synthesised from the output of the focus groups.
The variables (1) accuracy, (2) legibility, (3) design and implementation appear both in the focus
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groups and in the literature; however, performance rather constitutes a separate variable
based on the literature in which this property is more in the scope of interest than in the
output of the focus groups. On the other hand, security forms a variable on its own based
on the output of the focus groups. Nevertheless, security also appeared in the literature
with less emphasis and rather related to cloud infrastructures [101–103]. For this reason it
was data coded as part of the variable design and implementation. In summary, the defined
variables based on the literature show no contradictions with the variables based on the
focus groups. The slight deviations between the two sources may stem form the lack of
empiric research in the identified literature on the field. Moreover, not all of the analysed
publications involved in execution tracing but in related areas such as cloud data centre
monitoring or log forensic analysis.
4.3. Defining the Quality Properties of Execution Tracing
The final variables, on which execution tracing quality depends, are summarised in
this section. The variables based on the analysed literature and the variables based on the
empiric research conducted with the focus groups show no contradictions only different
emphases. While defining the final variables with a consensus based on the focus groups
and on the identified literature, the sizes and the relevance of the data clusters in the
course of data coding process were also considered. In addition, a final cleaning of the
data clusters was also done. The final variable definitions are provided below with a scale
definition which supports possible measurements along these dimensions. The definition
of ratio scale was selected as it supports all kinds of mathematical operations in contrast to
interval and ordinal scale types. It is important to stress that the below four variables do
not form a quality model, yet, but they offer a foundation on which a quality model can
be built.
The scale range is [0, 100] in the case of each variable. The zero value expresses the




Definition: The variable defines the quality of the execution tracing output with
regard to its content, to what extent it trustworthily and consistently helps to identify
the cause, the date, the time, and the location of the issue in the source code but not
how legible the trace output is.
It might include depending on the context but is not limited to whether the trace
output contains (1) the appropriate details in a concise, non-redundant manner, (2)
whether the origin of the trace entry can definitely be identified in the source files, (3)
whether date and time with appropriate granularity, in the case of several nodes with
clocks synchronised, are traced for each entry, (4) whether the host, (5) the process,
(6) the thread id are traced for each entry, (7) whether exceptions are traced once with
full stack trace, (8) whether all important information is traced, (9) whether the build
date and (10) the software version are traced, (11) whether environment variables
are traced, (12) whether higher level actions, business processes can definitely be
identified based on the trace entries, (13) whether the flow control is identifiable over
component boundaries, (14) whether the transactions can definitely be identified and
followed over component boundaries, (15) whether the sequence of the trace entries
are kept in chronological order, (16) whether there are different severity levels, (17)
whether the severity levels are consistently used across the application, (18) whether
the same error is traced with the same message across the application in a unified
manner, including error codes, (19) whether data sources and data destinations can
definitely be identified, (20) whether metadata of the file system including time for
modified, and accessed attributes are traced, (21) whether metadata of backups and
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recoveries are traced, (22) whether the necessary variable values are traced not just




Definition: The variable defines the quality of the appearance of the execution tracing
output but not the content itself. It shows how legible and user-friendly the output of
execution tracing is.
It might include how legible and user-friendly the output of execution tracing is,
which might include depending on the context but is not limited to whether (1) the
trace output is well-structured, (2) whether the trace is appropriately segmented in
the case of multi-threaded and and multi-component applications, (3) whether the
formatting is appropriate, (4) whether the trace output is searchable with ease in a
performant manner, (5) whether the trace output is legible in text format without
conversion, (6) whether the language of the trace output is unified (e.g., English).
Variable name: Design and Implementation of the Trace Mechanism
Range: [0, 100]
Scale type: Ratio
Definition: The variable defines the quality of the design and implementation of the
execution tracing mechanism with regard to how reliable, stable and sophisticated
it is, to what extent and how easy it can be configured, activated and deactivated,
whether sophisticated mechanisms for measuring performance are implemented,
which produce lower impact on the application to reduce interference with the actions
of execution.
It might include depending on the context but is not limited to (1) whether the trace
output is accessible and processable even in the case of a critical system error, (2)
whether the trace output is centrally available, (3) whether the trace mechanism is
designed and not ad hoc also with regard to the data to be traced, (4) whether the trace
size is manageable, (5) if the trace is written to several files whether these files can be
joined, (6) whether the tracing mechanism is error-free and reliable, (7) whether the
trace configuration is easy, user-friendly and configuration changes do not implicate
a restart, (8) whether event-driven tracing is possible, i.e., where and when needed,
more events are automatically traced, where and when not needed, then less events,
(9) whether the performance of the trace is appropriate with regard to the storage,
(10) whether the structure of the trace output is the same at the different components
and applications in the same application domain, (11) whether the trace mechanism
offers automation feature such as filtering duplicate entries, (12) whether standard
trace implementations are used (e.g., log4j), (13) whether the trace mechanism can
deal with increasing data volume, (14) whether the trace mechanism is capable of
dealing with parallel execution, (15) whether the trace mechanism is capable of
measuring performance (a) at different levels of the architecture (b) with different
granularities and (c) not only the response time but also the quality of data returned
can be investigated based on the trace, (16) whether the trace mechanism offers
the possibility to make queries on timestamps, (17) whether the trace mechanism is
capable of making a prediction about the system’s availability based on the traces, (18)
whether the trace mechanism is capable of generating usage statistics, (19) whether
the trace mechanism is capable of measuring quality of service metrics for SLAs, (20)
whether the trace code insertion can be done automatically in the application, (21)
whether the trace mechanism is capable of replaying and simulating sequence of
actions based on the traces, (22) whether the trace data are available as the events
occur not only after the trace session is finished, (23) whether the trace data are
available also through APIs, (24) whether the output format of the trace can be
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changed including DB and text file formats, (25) whether the trace code can be
located in separate modules and not intermingled into the application code, (26)
whether the trace mechanism is capable of correlating actions on different nodes in
the case of distributed application, (27) whether the tracing mechanism is capable of
keeping its perturbations on a possible minimum level with regard to the application,
(28) whether the CPU usage can be traced, (29) the memory usage can be traced, (30)
whether the trace mechanism is capable of tracing the following properties in the
case of real-time applications: (a) task switches, which task, when, (b) interrupts, (c)
tick rate, (d) CPU usage, (e) memory usage, (f) network utilisation, (g) states of the
real-time kernel, which tasks are waiting to execute (waiting queue), which tasks are




Definition: The variable defines how secure the execution tracing mechanism and
its outputs are, i.e., it shows to what extent the execution tracing mechanism and its
outputs are exposed to vulnerabilities and how likely it is that sensitive information
leaks out through them.
It might include depending on the context but is not limited to (1) whether the
trace mechanism is trustworthy from audit point of view in the case of auditing,
(2) whether data tampering and tracing fake actions can be ruled out, (3) whether
sensitive information is appropriately traced and its accessibility is appropriately
regulated, (4) whether personal information is protected including the compliance
with the GDPR regulations.
4.4. Reflections on Related Works
All the investigations and results of the related works, summarised in Section 2, can
be placed in a four dimensional space determined by the variables defined in our study:
(1) accuracy, (2) legibility, (3) design and implementation, and (4) security. The majority
of the studies listed in Section 2 deal with three dimensions at most. None of the related
studies provided information that would have required a change in the defined dimensions.
Consequently, the related works confirm the quality properties of execution tracing defined
in this paper.
4.5. Validation
In the course of the validation, content, construct, internal, and external validity are
considered. In addition, the usual indicators for validity in qualitative research: credibility,
transferability, dependability, confirmability are also scrutinised [97].
Content validity [104] in the context of our study refers to the extent to which the
universe of all possible items were considered while the possible variable candidates
were being collected. While identifying the potential variable candidates, which influence
execution tracing quality, (1) the literature was considered, and (2) a sample, drawn from
the study population of software professionals to process explicit personal experiences.
Search strings in the scientific document databases were recorded and the queries were
complemented with reference searches. Explicit and implicit variable candidates were
extracted and the latter was also transcribed as introduced in Section 4.2. In addition,
the variable candidates collected from focus groups of software professionals were recorded
and the data collection process was ceased only when the number of the newly identified
items dropped below a defined threshold. After constructing the variables from the data
collected, they were verified based on data of the related works on logging as listed in
Section 2.
Construct validity shows the extent to which the findings reflect the content of the
constructs in the phenomenon investigated [104]. Quality assessment examines to which
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extent concrete quality requirements are satisfied. This activity is performed along defined
variables, i.e., quality properties, in all the identified quality models in [36]. Moreover,
variables are necessary to define to be able to capture a manageable part of quality. Conse-
quently, variables from the universe of the identified potential quality property candidates
were defined. The variables were formed (1) from the data extracted from the publications,
and (2) from the data collected from the sample of software professionals. Both sets of data
were processed and data coded separately. The data coding yielded the same results with
minimal deviations. The final variables were defined with the data from both sources and
also validated on the findings of the related works.
Internal validity ensures that the study conducted represents the truth with regard the
phenomenon investigated [105]. The data collection process was extended to all reasonably
possible items to ensure content validity. The data coding process to form the variables
was performed by one of the authors and the two other authors also checked the results,
the outcome of which was discussed to reach a consensus to ensure intercoder reliability.
In addition, construct validity was also considered in the scope of the study.
External validity refers to generalizability of the research. The variable definitions
stem from data from two different sources: (1) the literature identified as documented in
Section 3.1, and (2) from empiric research with focus groups at large international software
houses with employees located in Hungary as introduced in Section 3.2. The results
were also validated on the related works in Section 2. Both sources of data: (1) literature
identified for data collection and (2) the literature identified with related works stem from
different parts of the world. Thus, the geographical localisation of the focus group research
does not impose a limitation to the present study.
Credibility refers to the judgement whether the research manages to express the
feelings, and opinions of the participants [97]. This indicator is satisfied with the data
collection in the moderated focus groups as the collected quality property candidates
are examined in the course of the evaluation phase by the whole group and a score
value is assigned to each item which represents the importance in the sight of the group.
Moreover, the data collection phase in each group was moderated so that no critic or
long monologues could be expressed during this phase which would have retarded or
suppressed certain opinions.
Transferability refers to the extent to which the achievements of the research can be
transferred to other contexts or can be generalized [97]. In the scope of the study being
conducted, transferability can be interpreted as the indicator of the question whether
the same quality properties could be established as the quality properties of execution
tracing in general, regardless of geographical localisation or software companies involved
in the research. The variables were defined from data based on two different sources:
(1)identified international publications and (2) empiric research with focus groups located
in Hungary. In addition, the defined variables were validated on the related works which
also stem from international context. Moreover, the sample for the empiric research with
the focus groups contains companies with premises spanning over the boundaries of
Hungary and having international coding guidelines. Consequently, the geographical
localisation of the focus groups does not impose a restriction to the research with regard to
the studied phenomenon.
Dependability describes whether the same results would be achieved if the research
process was applied more times [97]. The research process was extensively documented;
moreover, the validity indicators as introduced above were also satisfied. The data col-
lection with the focus groups was ceased only when a saturation point was reached in
identifying the collected items.
Confirmability shows whether the achievements can be confirmed by others [97]. Two
expert software professionals with many years of experience in the software industry were
asked whether the defined variables in their opinion are able to cover all necessary aspects
of execution tracing quality. The experts affirmed the results.
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5. Conclusions
In summary, no framework exists that would offer basis to describe execution tracing
quality in a quantitative manner. Recent publications state the necessity of creating guide-
lines to assist developers with logging implementations [16–20], some of which attempt to
formalise concrete guidelines for specific parts of logging but not for the whole. Moreover,
many of the previous studies solely perform an analysis of source code changes in version
control systems. Consequently, they can only address the manifestation of internal quality
as they consider source code artefacts. Nevertheless, addressing quality requires the ex-
amination of logging while it is in operation and the evaluation of human experience is
inevitable to decide how the running implementation relates to its environment, how the
users, in this case the software developers, software maintainers, software testers, perceive
execution tracing quality as a whole instead of focusing only on its individual properties
such as performance or informativeness.
In the present study, the variables were determined, along which the quality properties
of execution tracing can be measured. The authors also considered the experiences on the
field from the literature and from groups of software professionals. Thus, the variables
defined make possible to address internal, external and quality-in-use aspects of software
product quality with regard to execution tracing. In conclusion, the definition of concrete
guidelines for logging with regard to these variables would make possible to articulate
rules that enable the comparison of defined quality targets and the actual state.
The research conducted can be viewed as a first step towards creating a quality model
for logging. Such a quality model would form a foundation where each individual study
for logging improvement finds its place. It is very timely to link the present endeavours,
which aim to improve logging through addressing questions such as what, where and how
to log to a quality model to be able to see the overall picture.
In the scope of future research, the authors aim to define a quality model by formalising
the experiences of software developers, software maintainers and software testers in a
quantitative manner, and to consider the uncertainty inherently present in the quality
measurement process. For this reason fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic are considered
appropriate. The quality model to be planned makes possible to extract the fuzzy rules,
i.e., linguistic rules, to describe the quality of logging in an interpretable manner, which
facilitates defining concrete guidelines for designing, and implementing logging in a
concrete application with the consideration of internal, external and quality-in-use quality
aspects as stated above.
The variables identified in the present study can be defined as ratio, interval or ordinal
scale variables with guidelines for the values they can take. The authors selected ratio
scale because it allows to perform the most mathematical operations, which is suitable for
modelling. On the other hand, the definition of a ratio scale type determines that the zero
value expresses the complete absence of the property measured while the maximum value
expresses the full presence of the property measured.
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Appendix A. Similar but Different Quality Properties to Execution Tracing in the
Software Product Quality Models Identified
As stated in the paper, none of the 23 identified software product quality model
families addresses the quality of execution tracing in an adequate manner. In this section,
we give a brief summary about the entities in the identified software product quality model
families which are similar to or show overlap with execution tracing quality. In addition,
homonyms are also included which do not address execution tracing or software logging
but use these terms in their definition or naming for different purposes.
Appendix A.1. SQUALE
Explicitly only the SQUALE model [37] considers the quality of execution tracing but
with regard to the severity levels. SQUALE [37] names and defines a practice: Tracing
Standard to assess whether log messages are traced on three levels: (1) errors, (2) warnings
and (3) infos. In the concept and terminology of SQUALE, practices represent an inter-
mediary level in the quality model hierarchy between subcharacteristics and attributes.
The practice Tracing Standard does not identify the quality properties on which execution
tracing quality depends; moreover, it leaves room for many interpretations including what
needs to count as error, as warning, and as info level.
Appendix A.2. ISO/IEC Standard Families
The ISO/IEC 9126 [22] and ISO/IEC 25010 [21] software product quality models do
not consider the quality of execution tracing but define metrics and measures which show
similarities or overlap with execution tracing quality; however, they are different [38].
Below we give a brief summary about these similarities in detail from the standards.
Appendix A.2.1. Similarities or Overlaps
1. ISO/IEC 25010 Standard Family, Characteristic Security, Accountability measures,
Section 8.7.4. in [38]:
“Accountability measures are used to assess the degree to which the actions of an
entity can be traced uniquely to the entity.”
(a) User audit trail completeness (ID: SAc-1-G):
Definition: “How complete is the audit trail concerning the user access to the
system or data?”
Measurement Function: X = A/B
A: Number of access recorded in all logs.
B: Number of access to system or data actually tested.
(b) System log retention (ID: SAc-2-S):
Definition: “For what percent of the required system retention period is the
system log retained in a stable storage?”
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Duration for which the system log is actually retained in stable storage.
B: Retention period specified for keeping the system log in a stable storage.
Stable storage: “A stable storage is a classification of computer data storage
technology that guarantees atomicity for any given write operation and
allows software to be written that is robust against some hardware and
power failures. Most often, stable storage functionality is achieved by
mirroring data on separate disks via RAID technology.”
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2. ISO/IEC 25010 Standard Family, Characteristic Maintainability, Analysability Mea-
sures, Section 8.8.3. in [38]:
“Analysability measures are used to assess the degree of effectiveness and efficiency
with which it is possible to assess the impact on a product or system of an intended
change to one or more of its parts, or to diagnose a product for deficiencies or cause
of failure or to identify parts to be modified.”
(a) System log completeness (ID: MAn-1-G):
Definition: To what extent does the system record its operations in logs so that
they are to be traceable?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of logs that are actually recorded in the system.
B: Number of logs for which audit trails are required during operation.
(b) Diagnosis function effectiveness (ID: MAn-2-S):
Definition: What proportion of diagnosis functions meets the requirements of
casual analysis?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of diagnostic functions used for casual analysis.
B: Number of diagnostic functions implemented.
(c) Diagnosis function sufficiency (ID: MAn-3-S):
Definition: What proportion of the required diagnosis functions has been imple-
mented?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of diagnostic functions implemented.
B: Number of diagnostic functions required.
3. ISO/IEC 9126 Standard Family, Characteristic Maintainability, Analysability Metrics,
in [39,40]:
(a) Audit trail capability
Purpose: Can the user identify specific operations which caused failure? Can
the maintainer easily find specific operations which caused failure?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of data actually recorded during operation;
B: Number of data planned to be recorded, which is enough to monitor status
of the software in operation
Method of application: Observe behaviour of users or maintainers who are
trying to resolve failures.
(b) Diagnostic function support
Purpose: How capable are the diagnostic functions to support causal analysis?
Can the user identify the specific operation which caused failure? (The user may
be able to avoid encountering the same failure with alternative operations.) Can
the maintainer easily find the cause of failure?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of failures which maintainers can diagnose using diagnostic
functions to understand cause-effect relationship
B: Total number of registered failures
Method of application: Observe behaviour of users or maintainers who are
trying to resolve failures using diagnostic functions.
(c) Failure analysis capability
Purpose: Can the user identify specific operations which caused the failures?
Can the maintainer easily find the cause of failure?
Measurement function: X = 1 − A/B
A: Number of failures the causes of which are still not found;
B: Total number of registered failures
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Method of application: Observe behaviour of users or maintainers who are
trying to resolve failures.
(d) Failure analysis efficiency
Purpose: Can the user efficiently analyse the cause of failure? (Users sometimes
perform maintenance by setting parameters.) Can the maintainer easily find the
cause of failure?
Measurement function: X = Sum(T)/N Remark: The standard provides recom-
mendations regarding the time and number of failures to be considered.
T: Time
N: Number of failures
Method of application: Observe behaviour of users or maintainers who are
trying to resolve failures.
(e) Status monitoring capability
Purpose: Can the user identify specific operations which caused failure by
getting monitored data during operation?
Measurement function: X = 1 − A/B
A: Number of cases for which maintainers or users failed to get monitored
data
B: Number of cases for which maintainers or users attempted to get moni-
tored data recording status of software during operation
Method of application: Observe behaviour of users or maintainers who are
trying to get monitored data recording status of software during operation.
(f) Activity recording
Purpose: How thorough is the recording of the system status?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of implemented data logging items as specified and confirmed in
reviews
B: Number of data items to be logged defined in the specifications
Method of application: Count the number of items logged in the activity log as
specified and compare it to the number of items to be logged.
(g) Readiness of diagnostic functions
Purpose: How thorough is the provision of diagnostic functions?
Measurement function: X = A/B
A: Number of diagnostic functions as specified and confirmed in reviews
B: Number of diagnostic functions required
Method of application: Count the number of the diagnostic functions specified
and compare it to the number of the diagnostic functions required in the specifi-
cations.
Appendix A.2.2. Homonyms
QMEs, related to the log in a general sense, are defined in [106], the definitions of
which make it clear that not execution tracing or software logging is addressed:
1. Expansion set of QMEs, No. 12: QME: Size of logs (number of logs).
Definition: “Log: a document used to record, describe or denote selected items
identified during execution of a process or activity. Usually used with a modifier,
such as issue, quality control, or defect. (PMBOK Guide 4th Ed.)”
2. Expansion Set of QMEs, No. 13: QME: Number of Document (including log records).
Definition: “Document: (1) uniquely identified unit of information for human use,
such as report, specification, manual or book, in printed or in electronic from [...] (2)
equivalent to an item of documentation.”
The ISO/IEC 25010 standard [21] also defines quality measure elements (QME) which
are used by the quality measures. Some of these QMEs lean on the logs as input but not
necessarily on software logging [106]:
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1. QME: (No.1) Number of Failures, input for the QME: Log of failures within an
organisation
2. QME: (No.2) Number of faults, input for the QME: Log of failures within an organisa-
tion
3. QME: (No.3) Number of interruptions, input for the QME: Log of operations
Appendix B. List of the Execution Tracing Quality Property Candidates Based on the
Focus Groups with Labels and Clusters Assigned
The collected quality property candidates represent the output of the seven focus
groups held. They are presented in descending order according to their score of importance
in Table A1. Item 40, 41, and 42 were assigned zero importance score by the focus groups;
thus, they are included in the list but they were excluded from the data coding process.
Table A1. List of the Execution Tracing Quality Property Candidates, Data Coding.




no superfluous redundancies; be the log messages definite,
concise with appropriate details; be it detailed; conciseness;
Appropriate amount of information, conciseness; how
detailed the log is;how repetitive the log is; the call stack







location in the code; the source of the log message could
definitely be identified; accuracy, the log should precisely
point at the location of the error; error could be localized in
the source file, line number;
127 accurate locationin the source code accuracy
3
information content; be the information density of the log
data good; it should contain important information ; the








well-structured; be well-structured, and clear; be it clear
and well-arranged; be it well structured; be the log
appropriately segmented in the case of multithreaded,
multi-component applications;format of the log;
104 well-structured legibility
5
be it easily legible, user-friendly; legibility; be it easily
legible; be the variable values logged, be it in a legible
manner not just object references, the same for functions;
good legibility, formatting (e.g., not a full xml file in one
line);
76 legibility legibility
6 search the log with ease; searchability; be it easy to searchin the log; searchability; 37 easy search legibility
7
be it designed, not ad hoc; be it designed what data are
logged (it is frequently inadequate on newly developed
software parts);
29 design design andimplementation
8
be the host, process, time, etc. identifiable based on the log;
be the date of the event logged; be the timestamp logged,







data safety regulation satisfied; GDPR (protecting personal
data); conformance with data protection regulations,
protection of data, be the passwords not logged;
27 security security
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Table A1. Cont.
No. Merged Description ImportanceScore Label
Matching
Cluster
10 consequent log-level all over the application; be there loglevels, and be they consistent; 26 consistency consistency
11
be the size of the log file not too big; be the size of the log
file manageable; size of the log; be the log written possibly
in one file or the different log files could be joined;
25 log size design andimplementation
12 be the log categorized (e.g., Info, error); be the severity ofthe error logged; 22 log levels accuracy
13
be the flow control identifiable, transaction could be
followed over the component boundaries; be context
information logged to identify higher-level actions;
21 ability to identifyhigh level actions accuracy






15 define the data to be contained in the log; 15 design design andimplementation
16 easy configuration; 14 configuration design andimplementation
17 logging exceptions appropriately; tracing exceptions onlyonce, be it concise but be there stack trace; 13 exception logging accuracy






19 performance (time behaviour); 13 performance performance
20 be the logs accessible and processable even in the case ofcritical system errors; 12 access to logs access to logs
21 performance with regard to storage; performance withregard to storage and space utilization; 10 performance performance
22 event driven logging, where needed, there more logs,where not needed less logs; 10 design
design and
implementation






be the logging unified, the same error be logged with the
same message each time, e.g., error code with a defined
error message; consistent (the same log entry at the same
error);
8 consistency consistency
25 be the logging trustworthy from audit point of view, nodata tempering; tampering could be ruled out; 7 security security
26 be it readable in text format, possibly without an externaltool ; 7 legibility legibility
27 log processing could be automatized; 7 design design andimplementation
28 be the structure of log the same at different applicationsbelonging to the same application domain; 6 design
design and
implementation
29 the language of logging be unified, e.g., English; 6 legibility legibility
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Table A1. Cont.
No. Merged Description ImportanceScore Label
Matching
Cluster






31 protection of personal data; 5 security security
32 standard implementation for logging andusing log frameworks; 5 design
design and
implementation
33 be it centrally available ; 4 access to logs access to logs





35 keeping the chronology in the sequence of thelog events; 3
sequential
accuracy accuracy
36 performance of the search in the log; 2 easy search legibility





38 performance of automatic parsing; 2 design design andimplementation
39 authentication for the logging, so that onecould see who contributed the log entry;





















In addition, we present the merged item descriptions by clusters on page 24 in
Table A2. The original item descriptions are listed for each cluster and separated by a
semicolon in the column “Description”. This is a different view of Table A1.
The final clusters, i.e., quality properties, based on the output of the focus groups are
introduced on page 25 in Table A3. The original item descriptions are listed for each cluster
and separated by a semicolon in the column “Description”.
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Table A2. Output of Data Coding Cycle Two, Merged Descriptions by Clusters.
Clusters Items in theCluster
Score of
Importance Description
Access to logs 2 16 be the logs accessible and processable even in the case of critical systemerrors; be it centrally available ;
Accuracy 11 487
no superfluous redundancies; be the log messages definite, concise with
appropriate details; be it detailed; conciseness; Appropriate amount of
information, conciseness; how detailed the log is; how repetitive the log is;
the call stack could be seen; coverage, be it detailed; location in the code;
the source of the log message could definitely be identified; accuracy,
the log should precisely point at the location of the error; error could be
localized in the source file, line number; information content; be the
information density of the log data good; it should contain important
information ; the real information content; information content could be
interpreted; be the host, process, time, etc. identifiable based on the log; be
the date of the event logged; be the timestamp logged, also the fractals of
the seconds; be the log categorized (e.g., Info, error); be the severity of the
error logged; be the flow control identifiable, transaction could be followed
over the component boundaries; be context information logged to identify
higher-level actions; logging exceptions appropriately; tracing exceptions
only once, be it concise but be there stack trace; be the version of the
software logged; logging environment variables; keeping the chronology
in the sequence of the log events; be the build date logged;
Consistency 2 34
consequent log-level all over the application; be there log levels, and be
they consistent; be the logging unified, the same error be logged with the
same message each time, e.g., error code with a defined error message;
consistent (the same log entry at the same error);
Design and Im-
plementation 12 148
be it designed, not ad hoc; be it designed what data are logged (it is
frequently inadequate on newly developed software parts); be the size of
the log file not too big; be the size of the log file manageable; size of the log;
be the log written possibly in one file or the different log files could be
joined; Error-free logging of information content; define the data to be
contained in the log; easy configuration; be the logging trustworthy from
technical point of view; event driven logging, where needed, there more
logs, where not needed less logs; log processing could be automatized; be
the structure of log the same at different applications belonging to the
same application domain; Error-free implementation of logging (not the
errors of logs be logged); standard implementation for logging and using
log frameworks; performance of automatic parsing;
Legibility 6 232
well-structured; be well-structured, and clear; be it clear and
well-arranged; be it well structured; be the log appropriately segmented in
the case of multithreaded, multi-component applications; format of the log;
be it easily legible, user-friendly; legibility; be it easily legible; be the
variable values logged, be it in a legible manner not just object references,
the same for functions; good legibility, formatting (e.g., not a full xml file in
one line); search the log with ease; searchability; be it easy to search in the
log; searchability; be it readable in text format, possibly without an
external tool ; the language of logging be unified, e.g., English;
performance of the search in the log;
Performance 2 23 performance (time behaviour); performance with regard to storage;performance with regard to storage and space utilization;
Security 4 40
data safety regulation satisfied; GDPR (protecting personal data);
conformance with data protection regulations, protection of data, be the
passwords not logged; be the logging trustworthy from audit point of view,
no data tempering; tampering could be ruled out; authentication for the
logging, so that one could see who contributed the log entry; protection of
personal data;
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Table A3. Output of Data Coding Cycle, Final Clusters.




no superfluous redundancies; be the log messages definite, concise with
appropriate details; be it detailed; conciseness; Appropriate amount of
information, conciseness; how detailed the log is; how repetitive the log is;
the call stack could be seen; coverage, be it detailed; location in the code;
the source of the log message could definitely be identified; accuracy,
the log should precisely point at the location of the error; error could be
localized in the source file, line number; information content; be the
information density of the log data good; it should contain important
information ; the real information content; information content could be
interpreted; be the host, process, time, etc. identifiable based on the log; be
the date of the event logged; be the timestamp logged, also the fractals of
the seconds; be the log categorized (e.g., Info, error); be the severity of the
error logged; be the flow control identifiable, transaction could be followed
over the component boundaries; be context information logged to identify
higher-level actions; logging exceptions appropriately; tracing exceptions
only once, be it concise but be there stack trace; be the version of the
software logged; logging environment variables; keeping the chronology
in the sequence of the log events; be the build date logged; consequent
log-level all over the application; be there log levels, and be they consistent;
be the logging unified, the same error be logged with the same message
each time, e.g., error code with a defined error message; consistent (the
same log entry at the same error);
Legibility 6 232
well-structured; be well-structured, and clear; be it clear and
well-arranged; be it well structured; be the log appropriately segmented in
the case of multithreaded, multi-component applications; format of the log;
be it easily legible, user-friendly; legibility; be it easily legible; be the
variable values logged, be it in a legible manner not just object references,
the same for functions; good legibility, formatting (e.g., not a full xml file in
one line); search the log with ease; searchability; be it easy to search in the
log; searchability; be it readable in text format, possibly without an
external tool ; the language of logging be unified, e.g., English;
performance of the search in the log;
Design and Im-
plementation 16 187
be the logs accessible and processable even in the case of critical system
errors; be it centrally available ; be it designed, not ad hoc; be it designed
what data are logged (it is frequently inadequate on newly developed
software parts); be the size of the log file not too big; be the size of the log
file manageable; size of the log; be the log written possibly in one file or the
different log files could be joined; Error-free logging of information
content; define the data to be contained in the log; easy configuration; be
the logging trustworthy from technical point of view; event driven logging,
where needed, there more logs, where not needed less logs; log processing
could be automatized; be the structure of log the same at different
applications belonging to the same application domain; Error-free
implementation of logging (not the errors of logs be logged); standard
implementation for logging and using log frameworks; performance of
automatic parsing; performance (time behaviour); performance with
regard to storage; performance with regard to storage and space
utilization;
Security 4 40
data safety regulation satisfied; GDPR (protecting personal data);
conformance with data protection regulations, protection of data, be the
passwords not logged; be the logging trustworthy from audit point of view,
no data tempering; tampering could be ruled out; authentication for the
logging, so that one could see who contributed the log entry; protection of
personal data;
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Appendix C. Execution Tracing Quality Property Candidates Extracted from
the Literature
Appendix C.1. Queries Issued in the Scientific Archives
The logical query: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability
AND software AND (model OR framework) was formed in the different specific databases
as shown below:
1. ACM
(a) Search term: recordAbstract:(+(“execution tracing” logging) +quality +main-
tainability +software +(model framework))
(b) Search term: (+(“execution tracing” logging) +quality +maintainability +soft-
ware +(model framework))
Database: Full-text, hosted
(c) Search term: (+(“execution tracing” logging) +quality +maintainability +soft-
ware +(model framework))
Database: Full-text, ACM Guide
2. EBSCO
Search term: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability
AND software AND (model OR framework)
Searching: Academic Search Premier DB
Journal type: Peer-reviewed
3. IEEE
Search term: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability
AND software AND (model OR framework)
Search Type: Abstract search
4. Science Direct
Search term: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability




Search term: (“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintainability
AND software AND (model OR framework)
Metadata: title, keyword, abstract
6. Web of Science
Search term: TS=((“execution tracing” OR logging) AND quality AND maintain-
ability AND software AND (model OR framework))
Language: English
Databases: (1) Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED), (2) Conference
Proceedings Citation Index- Science (CPCI-S)
Appendix C.2. Transcription
As a first step, in the course of data coding we take the explicitly named quality
properties and the properties that are not directly named just paraphrased. These implic-
itly named quality properties we transcribe to explicit quality properties. E.g.: A wish
articulated in the text: “[...] Each of these [log] fields are separated by the |(pipe) symbol.
[...]” [102] requires the quality properties: legibility and structure of the execution trace file.
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Appendix C.3. Clustering
As a further step in the data coding, we list all the identified text parts from the
publications related to the quality property candidates and group the similar ones in one
cluster while we keep the distant ones in separate clusters. This way four clusters could be
constructed as shown below.
Appendix C.3.1. Quality Property Cluster: Design and Implementation
The cluster contains all implementation related quality property candidates identified.
This cluster possesses the highest variance with regard to its items in comparison to the
other clusters introduced.
Table A4. Data Coding, Transcription: Quality Properties from the Literature.





-scalable to deal with increasing data volume
-capable to deal with synchronisation
[101]
2 -capable to measure performance at different levels of the architecture-reliable not to loose any log entries [107]
3
-not to impact application performance




-a logging mechanism be present
-log files be legible




-unique identifier for actions
-being able to process the log files automatically (e.g., filtering duplicate
entries)
-dashboard with the most important statistics
-capability of performing queries on timestamps




-user id be logged
-location information be logged
-file system metadata (modified, accessed, changed times), file recovery
be logged









-no negative impact on the performance of the application
-capability of fine-grained performance measurements across application
component boundaries
-capability to be changed by configuration
-capability to determine the user actions based on the log
[110]
8 -trace code insertion be automatic, manual is error-prone [111]
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Table A4. Cont.
ID Quality Property Related Text Extracted, Transcribed Reference
9
-capability for both analysis of errors and auditing
-capability of usage statistic creation
-capability of performance analysis
-capability to measure quality of service metrics for Service-Level License
Agreements (SLA)
-capability of replaying and simulating a sequence of actions based on
the log
-providing enough information, if an error is logged
[112]
10
-locate the logging mechanism in separate modules, do not mix it into
the code of the application
-the design needs to consider the logging mechanism
[113]
11
-capability to identify components
-capability to identify actions
-capability to identify the global business flows based on the trace data
-capability to identify the time of the action
-usability for (1) mode of activation possibly with or without restarting
the application, (2) access mode to the trace data through APIs, log files
or a separate monitoring system, (3) data availability as the things
happen or only after the trace session is finished
[114]
12
-low performance impact on the application
-multi-level severity: warning error, fatal, unhandled exception
-capability to measure memory consumption and process time
-capability for configuration, disable or enable tracing
-capability to configure the output format: txt, db etc.
[115]
13 -precision to log enough information-consistent naming, no misleading entries in the log files [116]
14
-capability for configuration
-capability to log at different levels of severity
-capability to measure performance with different granularities (not only
response time but the quality of data returned during this time)




-capability to log enough information
-capability to correlate actions on different nodes (distributed
applications)
-keep the perturbations minimal the tracing causes in the application
-capability to identify the inputs and outputs where the data come from
and where they go to
-capability to identify task switches, which task when (real-time)
-capability to log interrupts (real-time)
-capability to log tick rate
-capability to log CPU usage
-capability to log memory usage
-capability to log network utilisation
-capability to log the state of the real-time kernel and answer questions
such as: Which tasks are waiting for their turn to execute (waiting queue,
list, or table)? Which task is running? Which tasks are blocked?
[8]
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Table A5. Quality Property Cluster: Design and Implementation.
Cluster Name: Design and Implementation
Publication ID Quality Property Related Text Extracted, Transcribed
1 flexible to extend
1 reliable
1 scalable to deal with increasing data volume
1 capable to deal with synchronisation
2 capable to measure performance at different levels of the architecture
2 reliable not to loose any log entries
3 monitoring use: be it adaptive to determine the sampling frequency to monitor a resource
4 a logging mechanism be present
4 being able to process the log files automatically (e.g., filtering duplicate entries)
4 capability of performing queries on timestamps
4 prediction of the system availability based on logs
5 log file could not be tempered
6 secure (no fake actions, no log violation, avoid being compromised)
7 capability of fine-grained performance measurements across application component boundaries
7 capability to be changed by configuration
8 trace code insertion be automatic, manual is error-prone
9 capability of usage statistic creation
9 capability of performance analysis
9 capability to measure quality of service metrics for Service-Level License Agreements (SLA)
9 capability of replaying and simulating a sequence of actions based on the log
10 locate the logging mechanism in separate modules, do nor mix it into the code of the application
10 the design needs to consider the logging mechanism
11
usability for (1) mode of activation possibly with or without restarting the application, (2) access mode to the
trace data through APIs, log files or a separate monitoring system, (3) data availability as the things happen or
only after the trace session is finished
12 capability to measure memory consumption and process time
12 capability for configuration, disable or enable tracing
12 capability to configure the output format: txt, db etc.
14 capability for configuration
14 capability to measure performance with different granularities (not only response time but the quality of datareturned during this time)
15 capability to correlate actions on different nodes (distributed applications)
15 keep the perturbations minimal the tracing causes in the application
15 capability to identify task switches, which task when (real-time)
15 capability to log interrupts (real-time)
15 capability to log tick rate
15 capability to log CPU usage
15 capability to log memory usage
15 capability to log network utilisation
15 capability to log the state of the real-time kernel: Which tasks are waiting for their turn to execute (waitingqueue, list, or table)? Which task is running? Which tasks are blocked?
Appendix C.3.2. Quality Property Cluster: Accuracy
The cluster contains all accuracy related quality property candidates identified. This cluster
possesses higher variance than the cluster performance but it is relatively homogeneous.
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Table A6. Quality Property Cluster: Accuracy.
Cluster Name: Accuracy
Publication ID Quality Property Related Text Extracted, Transcribed
4 timestamps be logged, in the case of more nodes, the clocks be synchronized
4 different severity levels
4 unique identifier for actions
5 timestamp be logged
5 user id be logged
5 location information be logged
5 file system metadata (modified, accessed, changed times), file recovery be logged
6 accurate
7 capability to determine the user actions based on the log
9 capability for both analysis of errors and auditing
9 providing enough information, if an error is logged
11 capability to identify components
11 capability to identify actions
11 capability to identify the global business flows based on the trace data
11 capability to identify the time of the action
12 multi-level severity: warning error, fatal, unhandled exception
13 precision to log enough information
13 consistent naming, no misleading entries in the log files
14 capability to log at different levels of severity
15 capability to log enough information
15 capability to identify the inputs and outputs where the data come from and where they go to
Appendix C.3.3. Quality Property Cluster: Performance
The cluster contains all performance related quality property candidates identified. It
homogeneous as the word “performance” or “performant” occurs in each extracted item.
Table A7. Quality Property Cluster: Performance.
Cluster Name: Performance
Publication ID Quality Property Related Text Extracted, Transcribed
1 performant
3 not to impact application performance
4 logging be performant
6 performant
7 performance
7 no negative impact on the performance of the application
12 low performance impact on the application
14 low performance impact on the application
15 performance
Appendix C.3.4. Quality Property Cluster: Legibility and Interpretation
This cluster of items require that the trace output be legible and the most important
data could be interpreted also in an aggregated manner. This group is relatively small in
comparison to the previous clusters.
Table A8. Quality Property Cluster: Legibility and Interpretation.
Cluster Name: Legibility and Interpretation
Publication ID Quality Property
4 log files be legible
4 dashboard with the most important statistics
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